
SINGBIZZ  
Get Started Right Away  

SKYAPP Point of Sale System  

SKYAPP POS is a modern point-of-sale system that makes it simple to sell to your customers, and keep them  

coming back to your store. It works on standard POS hardware, PC, tablets and connects to all the latest hardware  

- barcode scanners, receipt printers, cash drawers. It may even work with the hardware you already own!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modern POS with option for TabletPOS for mobility and simplicity of operations.  

No investment and hassle of physical data rooms, servers, racks, data backups and maintenance.  

Omni-channel inventory management across retail outlets and virtual eShops (requires backend).  

Loyalty Membership Points Award and Redemption.  

Services Package selling and tracking for fixed package and credit package.  

Time Clock for employee attendance.  

Salesperson/Therapist/Stylist tagging for commission computation  

Access your crucial store operations, sales data and inventory management anytime, anywhere  

(requires backend).  
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Being able to work under both online and offline modes, SKYAPP POS helps you to keep ringing up sales even  

when your internet connection lets you down. Your sales will automatically update to our servers the next time  

you go online. This reduces cashier errors and prevents settlement discrepancies.  

The comprehensive and practical operations help to streamline your retail checkout process for your employees  

and customers.  

POS Software features include:  
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Sales, void and refund transactions  

Credit / Packages Sales and Consumption  

Loyalty membership  

Salespersons/Therapists/Stylists  

Time clock  

Line and Total discounts  

Promotions  

Multi Payment modes  

POS receipts  

Barcode label printing  

Built for touch screen terminals and supports major POS peripherals including barcode scanners,  

thermal printers  

Integrates with SKYAPP Inventory Management to maintain inventory data and quantities across all  

aspects of your business  

Data backup over the Cloud to keep data safe (subscriptions rates apply)  

Cloud access feature lets bosses and staff access remotely.  

LEARN MORE ABOUT SKYAPP  

SKYAPP is focused on improving the user experience for businesses and their customers. With our unique  

understanding of the needs of retail business owners and our expertise to lower your operational costs by  

automating manual processes, we provide a suite of innovative application to help improve your productivity. Call  

us to learn more about SKYAPP's full range of automation and productivity enhancing applications at  

contact@singbizz.com 
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